Disaster preparedness behaviors in biology education: Knowledge of environmental disaster mitigation
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Environmental disaster was an important issue to be solved. Current situation disasters such as flood, earthquake, tsunami, volcanoes and others could be happened. This study aimed to obtain information about the relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and preparedness behaviors and disaster preparedness behaviors. This research was a Sequential Explanatory combination research consisting of 2 variables, namely knowledge about disaster mitigation as an independent variable (X) and disaster preparedness behaviors as a dependent variable (Y). This research was conducted in January-June 2019. The population in this study was all students of Grade XI MIPA in MAN in Bogor City in the academic year 2018/2019 with a total sample of 207 respondents. Research data were obtained using multiple choice test and observation sheet. Quantitative data analysis with descriptive statistical calculations, prerequisite tests using the Lilliefors test and the Bartlett test. The data hypotheses testing used the Pearson Product Moment formula. Analysis of qualitative data carried out by reducing data, presenting data, and drawing conclusions. The results showed that there was a positive relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors (t-value 3.56 > t-statistic 0.05, r=0.234 & r2=5.51%) with a low interpretation value. The conclusion of this research there were low relationship between knowledge of disaster and preparedness behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is one of natural disaster-prone countries as geographically it is an archipelago located between two of the world’s great oceans, namely: Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean. Indonesia’s geological position is located at the confluence of three large tectonic plates, namely: Indo-Australian, Eurasian, and Pacific and a series of rings of fire that extend along the pacific plate, which is the most active tectonic plate in the world. Consequently, earthquake is often occurred and creates tidal wave if it happens in the ocean. Disaster vulnerability condition should be counterbalanced with efforts to increase disaster preparedness (Cianfrani et al., 2018; Kelman et al., 2016). Indonesia’s condition that is vulnerable to disaster should be balanced with efforts to enhance disaster preparedness as high vulnerability without preparedness as a part of capacity will increase disaster risks. Preparedness is a prepare condition due to a series of activities carried out to anticipate possibilities of disaster in preventing victims through organizing and appropriate measures (Rahmayanti et al., 2020). One of important to prevent disaster is Disaster preparedness.

Disaster preparedness is all individual’s interest because disaster could happen to anyone, at anytime and anywhere (Dahl & Millora, 2016; Dewi & Dartanto, 2019). The role of education affects the achievement of disaster preparedness. In disaster mitigation education, individual preparedness will be improved in learning. The individual preparedness to disaster can be indicated from knowledge, skills, and abilities acquired through learning and from experiences applied during an emergency condition (Rahmayanti et al., 2020). Referring to development perspective, adolescence has a high potential to achieve a rapid development in thinking skills and a shift to a new role in the society (Gersons et al., 2020; Xu & Lu, 2018). Children are the most vulnerable age to risk of becoming a victim of a disaster; therefore, disaster mitigation education for students is one of measures to reduce the disaster risks. Students’ disaster preparedness is a necessity to reduce risks of disasters that could happen at any time.

Disaster preparedness behaviors are required because it is part of the capacity to minimize disaster risks. Disaster risks can be measured by multiplying hazard/H by vulnerability/V and divided it by capacity/C (Amri et al., 2016). Threats or hazards become a disaster if a community is vulnerable or has lower capacity than the hazard level, or they even become a source of the disaster (Escobar et al., 2020; Ramirez-Andreotta et al., 2016). Hence, improving disaster preparedness behaviors as a part of the capacity will reduce the disaster risks. Disaster could occur at any time or unpredictable and it could happen to anyone. This is one of factors for the importance of disaster preparedness behaviors.

Components influencing human behavior include cognitive, affective, and conative. The cognitive component is an intellectual aspect related to what man knows. The affective component is an emotional aspect. Conative component is a volitional aspect related to habits and willingness to act (Olsson et al., 2020). Behaviors that are based on knowledge and awareness of positive attitude will be lasting. On the contrary, the behaviors will not last long if it is not based on knowledge and awareness (Chouhan et al., 2017; Shabani et al., 2013). Human behaviors are actually the reflection of various psychiatric symptoms, such as knowledge, passion, desire, interest, motivation, perception, and attitudes (Mao, 2014; Truelove & Gillis, 2018). The disaster preparedness behaviors are activities or actions to prepare that are conducted to anticipate possibilities of a series of events occurred suddenly or gradually that threaten and disturb people’s live and livelihood, to prevent victims through organizing and appropriate measures.

Knowledge is a set of information acquired from experience or from birth that makes a person knows something (Glynn et al., 2007). Knowledge of disaster mitigation is a set of information derived
from the results of human sensing that consists of four categories, namely: factual knowledge, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive of a series of efforts to reduce disaster risks before the disaster occurs through structural and non-structural approaches. Especially this knowledge information received in Biology education in schools. Knowledge of disaster mitigation needs to be possessed by the whole community, especially in these case students at the school level. This is because students contribute or have a role to play in overcoming environmental problems. The problem that arises is that students’ low knowledge of disaster mitigation is still low (Rahmayanti et al., 2020; Suharini et al., 2020).

Based on the aforementioned, knowledge is one of components that influence behaviors. The low students’ disaster preparedness behaviors are assumed to be related to the lack of learning on disaster mitigation. Disaster mitigation learning at senior high school level could be found in geography subject. Due to selection of majors of natural sciences or social sciences that starts from Grade X, students in the natural sciences major receive less learning about disaster, which is only in the Biology subject. The problem that arises is the students’ low knowledge of natural disasters. Meanwhile, there are many disasters that must be anticipated in everyday life. This resulted in many students not being able to cope with the disaster. Knowledge concept on disaster mitigation is crucial; therefore, it should be more detail to add students’ insight. In turn, it will be expected to be realized in the form of students’ disaster preparedness behaviors thus improving the capacity that could reduce disaster risks. The disaster mitigation learning affects knowledge of disaster mitigation and it is assumed to have impact on students’ disaster preparedness behaviors (Rahmayanti et al., 2020; Suharini et al., 2020). This will significantly influence the magnitude of risks to be borne if a disaster occurs. The research aims to identify relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behavior and other factors that have a relationship with disaster preparedness behaviors in Biology learning in the classroom.

RESEARCH METHODS

Method in the research was quantitative with correlational study. The research carried out at MAN (Islamic Senior High School) in Bogor City in semester II of the academic year 2018-2019. The research started from January to June 2019. There were two variables in the research, namely: independent variable (X) was knowledge of disaster mitigation and dependent variable (Y) was disaster preparedness behaviors. The research connected one independent variable to one dependent variable. The research design is formulated in the following figure.
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Where:
X = Knowledge of disaster mitigation (Independent variable)
Y = Disaster preparedness behaviors (Dependent variable)
\( \varepsilon \) = Other factors influencing the variable Y
Population in the research included all students of Grade XI MIPA in MAN in Bogor City in the academic year 2018-2019 with number of samples was 207 respondents. Sampling carried out using Slovin’s criteria with proportional random. Instrument used in this research was instrument about knowledge of disaster mitigation with test and preparedness behavior with questionnaire. Instruments given to students. Data of quantitative research were derived using 32 multiple-choice questions with 4 answer choices for variable X and 33 questionnaire items for variable Y. Instrument validity test used a point-biserial and Pearson’s product-moment. The instrument reliability test utilized Kuder Richardson (KR) 20 and Cronbach’s Alpha. The instrument has been declared valid and reliable. The quantitative data analysis employed descriptive statistic calculation. Prerequisite tests consisted of normality test using Liliefors test with criteria: if $\text{Lo} < \text{Lt}$, then estimated standard error ($Y - \hat{Y}$) is originated from a normally distributed population and homogeneity test used Bartlett test with criteria: if $\chi^2$ value < $\chi^2$ statistic then the sample comes from a homogenous population. The data hypothesis testing used correlation test with Pearson’s product moment formula to identify the magnitude of the relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors and correlation significance test carried out by using t-test by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The research result data were generated using two research types, namely: quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative data included description of the research result data, analysis prerequisite tests of normality and homogeneity tests, and hypothesis testing. The qualitative data consisted of data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. The description of the research result data embodied dependent variable data of disaster preparedness behaviors ($Y$) and independent variable of knowledge of disaster mitigation ($X$). The number of data was 207 respondents from Grade XI MIPA in MAN in Bogor City.

The disaster-preparedness behavior variable was measured using questionnaire with rating scale. The number of samples was 207 respondents. The research results obtained the highest score of 141 and the lowest score was 68 with score range of 73. The score mean was 96.87, whereas median was 95 and modus was 92. Based on the calculation, the result of variance value was 218.37 with standard deviation (SD) of 14.77. The total score was 20053 with class interval of 9.

Variable of knowledge of disaster mitigation was measured using multiple-choice questions with four answer choices. The research results obtained the highest score of 29 and the lowest score was 6 with score range of 23. The score mean was 19.005, whereas median was 19 and modus was 19. Based on the calculation, the result of variance value was 24.44 with standard deviation (SD) of 4.94. The total score was 3934 with class interval of 3.

The hypotheses were tested using parametric statistic method of correlation test and regression test. The tested data consisted of knowledge of disaster mitigation ($X$) and disaster preparedness behaviors ($Y$). The hypothesis testing aimed at identifying whether the hypothesis proposed is accepted or rejected at a confidence level $\alpha = 0.05$. The regression linearity testing is intended to find out whether the regression model $Y$ on $X$ utilized is linear or vice versa. The calculation result indicated that $F$ value was 1.26 smaller than $F$ statistic of 1.61 with significance level $\alpha = 0.05$. The result can be interpreted that the regression model $Y$ on $X$ was linear. The regression significance testing result indicated $F$ value of 11.957, which was greater than $F$ statistic of 3.89 with significance level $\alpha = 0.05$. This suggested that the regression $Y = 83.54 + 0.70x$ was significant.
The correlation calculation results suggested that the correlation coefficient was positive with \( r = 0.23 \) and coefficient of determination of 5.51%. The significance of the correlation value calculation obtained \( t \)-value = 3.56 and \( t \) statistic for significance level \( \alpha = 0.05 \) of 1.97. Hence, \( t \)-value > \( t \)-statistic or the correlation was significant. This suggested that there was a low positive relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation (X) and disaster preparedness behaviors (Y). The low relationship was indicated by the value of correlation coefficient (r) that less than 0.4.

The other data analysis for supported this research carried out once data from the quantitative research are generated. Based on the quantitative research results, the correlation coefficient value between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors was 0.23. The correlation coefficient suggested a low relationship as it was less than 0.4. Consequently, the research sub-focus would be to explore the cause of the low relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors and factors deemed to have relationship with disaster preparedness behaviors. Following section discusses the result of qualitative research based on data and information from each research sub-focus.

Sub-focus 1: “Please explain why the correlation between disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behavior is low? Conclusion of sub-focus 1: Factors causing the low correlation between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behavior were that students received limited learning of the disaster mitigation in school and the disaster mitigation knowledge acquired by the students was merely a possession or knowledge without application in the form of disaster preparedness behaviors. This was due to their lack of awareness to the environment and disasters that might occur; therefore, the students had no desire to behave in disaster preparedness (Dewi & Dartanto, 2019; Ramadhan et al., 2019). Social environment could also a factor, as students were rare to discuss about disaster preparedness because they considered the topic uninteresting thus it influenced their behaviors. Disasters that are rarely occurred in the natural environment could also affect the students’ disaster preparedness behaviors. Sub Focus 2: “Are there other factors that have relationship with disaster preparedness behavior besides knowledge of disaster mitigation?” Conclusion of Sub Focus 2: Other factors that had relationship with disaster preparedness behavior included students’ self-awareness of the importance of disaster preparedness, students’ consciousness of the environment and disasters that might occur. Students have to prevent disaster and learning about disaster in school (Suharini et al., 2020).

The data analysis and hypothesis testing results suggested that there was a positive relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behavior of students in Grade XI Senior high school in Bogor city. This suggests that the research hypothesis is accepted thus knowledge of disaster mitigation have contribution in fostering disaster preparedness behaviors. The qualitative research results in the first sub-focus reveal that there are several factors causing the low correlation between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors, namely internal and external factors. The internal factors include the students were merely acquired or knew about knowledge of disaster mitigation without application in the form of disaster preparedness behaviors, lack of the students’ awareness or consciousness to the environment and disasters that might occur, and the students had no desire to behave in disaster preparedness.

Those internal factors are closely related to the external factors that behavior is a totality of someone’s appreciation and activity, which is the joint result of internal and external factors (Tsai et al., 2015; Vincent-Ruz & Schunn, 2017). This is indicated by the lack of the students’ awareness to their surrounding environment and disasters due to the limited learning about disaster mitigation in schools.
The non-existence of specific subject on disaster-based environmental education in formal education has contributed to the lack of awareness among young generation to their surrounding environment maintenance and perseverance (Purwanto et al., 2020; Rahmayanti et al., 2020). Therefore, a disaster-based environmental education in childhood is necessary to reduce disaster risks. Students find it difficult to understand various environmental disaster concepts in more detail. This has resulted in the students' low understanding of natural disasters in more depth. The concepts taught in school are sometimes only basic and general. In addition, students should also be given a guide in the form of project-based learning to improve their abilities (Jewpanich & Piriyasurawong, 2015; Lou et al., 2017).

Learning in schools about disaster mitigation is still limited for Biology education. Only several students receive geography subject through cross interest. Moreover, the subject is also limited in biology learning based on Basic Competence on data analysis of environmental changes, the causes, and impacts on life. This will affect disaster preparedness behavior that the low preparedness index value at the school community level has an implication on the importance of the roles and responsibilities of the government, societies, and school communities in various facilities (Dumitrica, 2017; Hessenaer & Law, 2017; Rahmayanti et al., 2020). The facilities can be in the form of support of policies for the schools on the importance of disaster education curriculum to be applied in a subject. This is inseparable from the role of the school communities as the main stakeholder in improving disaster preparedness. Through the school communities, knowledge of and awareness about disaster can be provided since early age.

Another external factor is social environment that has a significant influence, as the students are rare to discuss about disaster mitigation. This is because they deemed the topic as uninteresting; therefore, this will influence the students' behaviors and their caring attitude. Discussion about disaster mitigation will improve student knowledge and caring attitude towards disasters. Behavior is determined by or depended on the environment or stimulus with the related organism (Avan et al., 2011; Goldman et al., 2017). Social environment affects individual decision and in turn, it will influence behavior. That social environment factors, especially people who have influence on an individual life, could affect the individual decision (Cheung et al., 2015; Costa et al., 2018). Therefore, social environment could shape the students’ disaster preparedness behaviors, especially in biology education.

The last external factor is natural environment factor or the vulnerability level of the surrounding environment. This factor could influence the correlation because it is connected to the students' experiences. Students who have disaster experiences will have a higher alert attitude and attitude is one factor that affects behavior as previously discussed. Experience also affects behavior as that knowledge, skills, experiences, believes, time availability, and the availability of facilities to perform the behaviors are several factors that influence behavior (Goldman et al., 2014, 2015). Chung & Yen (2016) suggested that school education should focus to develop disaster prevention literacy among students. It consists of three dimensions: (a) disaster prevention knowledge: disaster knowledge, preparedness knowledge, and response knowledge, (b) disaster prevention attitude: prevention awareness, prevention values, and prevention sense of responsibility, and (c) Disaster prevention skills: preparedness action and response behaviors.

The qualitative research results in the second sub-focus indicate other factors that have a relationship with disaster preparedness behavior besides the knowledge of disaster mitigation. The factor includes students’ self-awareness on the importance of disaster preparedness. This is consistent with Rahmayanti et al. (2020) that lack of understanding and awareness of communities on the disaster risks in their areas inflicts the lack of vigilance and preparedness in facing disasters. Another factor is
students’ consciousness on the preparedness, students’ desire to be alert, and students’ habits in disaster preparedness behaviors. Students’ habit is assumed to be influenced by family environment because it is affected by efforts to shape their habit from early age by the family to behave in disaster preparedness. The student habit from their early age affects behavior because one of ways to shape behavior is through habituation.

Children are the most vulnerable group to be victims of disasters; therefore, by providing learning on disaster mitigation since early age to the children could improve their knowledge and alert behavior to minimize the number of victims. Learning on disaster mitigation also crucial for teenager that based on the development perspective, adolescence has a high potential to achieve rapid development in thinking skills and a shift to a new role in the society (Ramadhan et al., 2019; Tsai et al., 2015). Therefore, it is expected that teenagers provided with learning on disaster mitigation in Biology education will be capable of providing suitable intervene during disaster, such as helping others and educate others on preparedness as well as active in disaster prepared community. This will be an additional reference to include disaster mitigation education in the education curriculum in the form of subject learned in all majors. Biology education in schools is one of ways to implement it in a formal path, whereas biology education can also be carried out in non-formal path.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research results it can be concluded that there was a positive relationship between knowledge of disaster mitigation and disaster preparedness behaviors. The positive relationship was indicated by regression equation Ŷ = 83.54 + 0.70x with r = 0.23 and r2 = 5.51%. Further research that needs to be done is related to the development of various teaching materials or learning media to be able to increase capacity in disaster mitigation. In addition, it is also related to the ability to be able to apply flood behavior in everyday life through learning biology.
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